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Abstract: Beverages is a broad and important category within the food industry, which is comprised
of a wide range of sub-categories and types of drinks with different levels of complexity for their
manufacturing and quality assessment. Traditional methods to evaluate the quality traits of beverages
consist of tedious, time-consuming, and costly techniques, which do not allow researchers to procure
results in real-time. Therefore, there is a need to test and implement emerging technologies in order to
automate and facilitate those analyses within this industry. This paper aimed to present the most recent
publications and trends regarding the use of low-cost, reliable, and accurate, remote or non-contact
techniques using robotics, machine learning, computer vision, biometrics and the application of
artificial intelligence, as well as to identify the research gaps within the beverage industry. It was
found that there is a wide opportunity in the development and use of robotics and biometrics for all
types of beverages, but especially for hot and non-alcoholic drinks. Furthermore, there is a lack of
knowledge and clarity within the industry, and research about the concepts of artificial intelligence
and machine learning, as well as that concerning the correct design and interpretation of modeling
related to the lack of inclusion of relevant data, additional to presenting over- or under-fitted models.
Keywords: robotics; machine learning; computer vision; biometrics; artificial intelligence

1. Introduction
Beverages are often classified into three main categories: (i) Alcoholic drinks, (ii) hot drinks,
and (iii) non-alcoholic drinks. Alcoholic drinks (i) refer to those beverages that are composed of a
minimum alcohol content, which varies according to the regulations from each country; examples
from this category include beer, wine, and spirits [1]. The hot drinks group (ii) is mainly composed
of coffee, tea and hot chocolate [2]. On the other hand, non-alcoholic drinks (iii) includes juices,
still and carbonated water, milk, and soft drinks, which are those that do not belong to any of the other
categories and that usually contain sweeteners, acids, flavoring agents and/or carbonation, such as
carbonated beverages, energy, and sports drinks, among others [3,4]. Quality assessment is critical to
meet consumers’ demands and to offer products with high standards that comply with regulations.
For all types of beverages, the quality traits to control may vary due to the specific characteristics
of each product. However, in general, parameters such as color, clarity, tastes, aromas, flavors, pH,
viscosity and density are standard quality indicators [5,6].
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In carbonated drinks, other descriptors such as bubble and foam-related parameters are among
the most important [7,8], while proteins or amino-acids and carbohydrates must be considered in
beverages such as wine, beer, coffee, tea, hot chocolate and juices [9–11].
Traditional methods to assess quality in beverages involve tedious and time-consuming laboratory
analysis, which usually requires several expensive apparatuses and the use of consumables and skilled
personnel to operate them. These techniques generally involve equipment such as gas chromatography
(GC), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), spectrometers for UV-visible and near-infrared,
colorimeters and viscometers, among others [12]. Furthermore, sensory evaluation is used to assess
the intensities of organoleptic descriptors, such as flavor, aroma, mouthfeel, and tastes, among others.
This type of sensory test requires a fixed panel of eight to sixteen participants with several training
sessions for the specific product, which leads to costly and time-consuming methods, including
conducting the sessions, data handling and statistical analysis [13]. Some industries (i.e., brewing),
rely on one or two people, such as the master brewer, to assess the sensory quality of the product;
however, this is not an objective, accurate nor reliable method, as it does not follow any structured and
quantitative method, and does not involve any statistical analysis [14]. Another type of sensory test
is the acceptability, which consists of gathering a minimum of 30–100 consumers, depending on the
number of samples to evaluate and the target mean values expected for liking results. This, along with
the extended questionnaires typically presented to participants, make the techniques time-consuming
and subjective, as they rely on the consumers responses that may be biased, due to many factors such
as cultural effects; for example, Asians have shown a trend to be polite and avoid using the extremes
of the scales [15,16]. Therefore, the use of biometrics to assess consumers’ subconscious responses
by tapping into the autonomic nervous system has been implemented, obtaining interesting results,
which will also be reviewed in this paper [17,18].
Some novel methods, which involve the use of automated analysis techniques coupled with
artificial intelligence (AI), such as computer vision (CV), have been developed to assess some
of those quality parameters in food and beverages. These are more cost-effective and less
time-consuming methods, which allow having more objective, accurate, consistent, and reliable
results [19]. These techniques involve the use of different data sources, such as images or videos,
which are then processed using computer-based algorithms, which may be fully automated by coupling
it with the use of robotics, and integrated with the use of machine learning (ML) modeling to predict
the quality of the final product based on different measured parameters. Those methods may also
consist of the use of multisensor systems or arrays of sensors, which are usually integrated with other
AI techniques to assess specific quality parameters, such as aromas, tastes, defects, and processing
conditions, among others. This paper aimed to present the most recent developments in low-cost,
reliable, and accurate remote or non-contact techniques, which involve the use of computer vision,
robotics, machine learning, and biometric methods to assess quality in the beverage industry to date.
The contact sensor technology was reviewed only for those techniques in which they are coupled with
any of the aforementioned technologies, and for comparison purposes when appropriate.
2. Robotics
Robots refer to machines that can perform tasks or operations by themselves after being
programmed using a computer [20]. Those tasks may be either simple and repetitive, or adaptive
and more complex, in which the latter requires the integration of other AI methods, such as CV and
ML, to continually retrain and learn to carry out more advanced operations [21]. The use of robotics
in the food and beverage industries has increased, as they have the advantage of being reliable, not
getting tired or bored, and tasks may be done in less time with high accuracy and precision [22].
Within the main applications of robotics in the beverage industry are packaging, palletizing, pick and
place, and production [23]. However, some companies and research entities have coupled them with
AI divisions for more automated applications such as inspection, quality control, and as pourers or
dispensing machines for beverages, which are the most common, among others [24].
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2.1. Robotics in Alcoholic Beverages
The category of alcoholic beverages has been the most explored in terms of robotics development
for product development, production, and quality assessment. A robotic cocktail mixer named Makr
Shakr has been developed using AI, and it works using a mobile application in which the user is able to
design their cocktail drink from a selection of 60 different spirits, and them it is prepared by two robotic
arms [25]. For the wine production industry, robots have been developed to carry out the bottling
and packaging tasks, which consists of a Model 94 decaser (A-B-C Packaging Machine Corporation,
Tarpon Springs, FL, USA), which is able to pick the wine bottles and place them into a conveyor that
transports them to the cleaning area, and this is then followed by filling, corking or capping, all in
an automated process [26]. Conde et al. [27] developed a robot (FIZZeyeRobot, The University of
Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia) to uniform sparkling wine pouring, and this robot is able to
serve around 50 mL up to three times from the same bottle; it works with Arduino® boards (Arduino
Computing platform, Ivrea, Italy) and servo motors, and may be calibrated by modifying the angle
of the bottle position and the delay times. This pourer was designed to control the serving volume,
and to further use CV to measure foam and bubble-related parameters; this will be further explained
later in this review.
Regarding beer, a robotic beer dispenser has been developed using two robotic arms; one is
programmed to hold the glass, while the other is able to control the tap; both are controlled using
RobotStudio® (ABB Robotics, Zürich, Switzerland) [28]. Yasui et al. [29] developed an automatic
pourer, which consists of a pivot point at the neck of the beer bottle and motion; however, the authors
did not specify the type of motors and controllers used; this machine may hold and serve several
bottles simultaneously. The purpose of this robot is to control pouring to measure foam collapse
time; therefore, the height of the bottle is also controllable. More recently, a robotic pourer named
RoboBEER (The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, VIC, Australia) was developed using LEGO®
blocks and servo motors (The Lego Group, Billund, Denmark), and this is coupled with infrared
temperature, carbon dioxide, and ethanol gas ubiquitous sensors controlled with Arduino® boards.
This robot consists of a glass chamber, a bottle holder and a pivot in the bottle neck, and may be
adapted for any bottle shapes and height to pour 80 ± 10 mL; this, coupled with CV and ML, is able to
predict beer quality based on color and foam-related parameters, which will be explained later in this
paper [7,9,14,17,30–32].
2.2. Robotics in Hot Beverages
In tea and coffee, robots have been developed for brewing and dispensing purposes.
Kayaalp et al. [33] designed a tea brewing machine, which is able to make cups of tea in specific
times with adequate water temperature and record the consumption patterns; this system works with
Arduino® boards and Wi-Fi connectivity. Another recent development was a robot named Teforia;
it consists of an in-home tea maker in which the user is able to add any combination of tea leaves and
water, then the robot is controlled using a smartphone application to start the process; it claims to be
able to brew the beverage to achieve the optimal flavor profile for each consumer [34]. TeaBOT is
another tea brewing robot capable of making a cup of tea in 30 s; it is pre-loaded with a selection of
leaves, and the user is able to choose in a tablet the combination and proportion to create a personalized
cup of tea [35].
In the case of coffee, a robotic coffee maker, Mugsy, was developed using Raspberry Pi (Raspberry
Pi Foundation, Cambridge, UK), and it is possible to integrate it with different applications such as text
messages, Twitter or an Alexa device (Amazon, Bellevue, WA, USA), which are used to indicate to
the robot to start brewing the coffee. Mugsy is capable of grinding coffee beans, controlling the water
temperature and pouring the brew into a cup, and is able to learn and personalize the drink for specific
users [36]. Furthermore, a kiosk, CafeX, was created; it consists of two coffee makers and a six-axis
robotic arm. The user is able to choose the type of brew from a tablet, and the robot is able to perform
the tasks of a barista in a shorter time and with more precision [37].
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2.3. Robotics in Non-Alcoholic Beverages
Some recent developments have been made related to robotics in non-alcoholic beverages; Do and
Burgard [38] used a commercial robotic pourer PR2 (Willow Garage, Palo Alto, CA, USA), which consists
of two arms and a screen; the authors integrated it with a camera, which is able to detect the level
of the liquid to predict when to stop serving. Morita et al. [39] developed a teahouse, which consists
of a motion-sensing device to count the number of people entering the establishment; they are then
directed to the counter, where a microphone with speech recognition was implemented to take the
order. A robotic arm was designed to pick a cup and serve the beverage ordered (orange juice, apple
juice or iced tea), a second robot was programmed to pick the bottled soft drinks and take them to the
clients’ table, while a third machine was intended to have a conversation with clients while waiting
for the order. Cai et al. [40] developed a robotic beverage maker, which consists of a screen for the
user to select the desired drink. The device has an arm to hold the container and is able to rotate and
find the raw material according to the selection made, which may be tea, ice, and/or syrup, followed
by the shaking step to pour it into a glass. More recently, a robotic machine was developed to make
smoothies; it was designed as a vending machine, and users are able to download an application to
choose the recipe according to their preferences, then a Quick Response (QR) Code is generated and
read by the apparatus to make the desired beverage [41].
3. Computer Vision Techniques
The CV technique refers to a subdivision of AI, which consists of automatic information extraction
from either images or videos by imitating the human eye functions [42]. It can be coupled with robotics,
specific equations or algorithms, basic statistics, and ML algorithms, to fully automate the technique as
an AI system; this may allow the procedure to be stand-alone and to classify or predict the quality
parameters of the product. Some advantages include that it is non-destructive, non-contact, may be
replicated, is automatic, and therefore, considered as a rapid method, which is more accurate and
reliable than some traditional procedures such as visual inspection and sensory analysis, which include
human error as a possible drawback [19,43].
The procedure of CV consists of three main steps to follow for the image or video: (i) Acquisition,
(ii) pre-processing, and (iii) analysis and interpretation. For (i) acquisition, the equipment needed
consists of a camera or scanner and a constant and uniform lighting source [44]. For (ii) pre-processing
and (iii) analysis and interpretation, the use of a computer and software with image analysis capabilities
such as Matlab® (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), ImageJ® (U. S. National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA) or Image-Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics, Inc., Rockville, MD, USA) is required
(Figure 1) [45,46]. Specific algorithms need to be developed according to the type of visual assessment
and the parameters to evaluate. These may consist of image enhancement, segmentation, recognition,
and interpretation [47]. Enhancement refers to the optimization of the images to improve their quality;
it may include sharpening, contrast adjustment, and denoising, among others [48]. Segmentation is
the division of the images or frames in specific regions of interest. Recognition usually consists of
specific mathematical equations or integration of other algorithms to define or detect the object or area
of interest, while interpretation involves the use of statistical analysis, which may include machine
learning to classify the product into different categories or predict more specific information [49].
Methods involving computer vision have been developed to be used in different industries such as
medical, marketing, psychology, agriculture, food, and beverages, among others. This technology
has been used for different applications, which include an assessment of hand hygiene [42], face
recognition and tracking [18], object [50] and text recognition [51], and color analysis [7,43,50], among
others. The food industry is among the top industries with the fastest growth in the automation of
quality assessment using machine or CV [52].
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Equipment (CAVE), which used three video cameras to record the wine during pouring to assess
parameters such as serving time, height of foam, foam velocity and foam thickness, among others.
Conde et al. [27] used the FIZZeyeRobot to pour sparkling wine samples and analyzed 12
parameters, such as foam stability, volume of foam, bubble size, collar and foam drainage, among
others, using a smartphone to capture videos of the pouring, and analyzing them using customized
codes developed in Matlab® . More recently, Crumpton et al. [60] developed the free pour technique
by manually pouring sparkling wine samples and recording them using one camera on the top and
one on the side of the glass; videos were post-processed using ImageJ® software to assess collar width
and foam height and stability.
Beer is the alcoholic beverage for which more methods have been developed using CV techniques,
as the main quality traits of this type of drink are the color, bubbles, and foam-related parameters.
Silva et al. [61] recorded images of pale lager samples poured into Petri dishes using a desk scanner
and analyzed with a Scilab software (Scilab Enterprises, Rungis, France) to get color in the RGB scale
of each beer sample. Fengxia et al. [62] used a Microtek ScanMaker E6 scanner (Microtek Corp.,
Hsinchu, Taiwan) and a Vcam charge-coupled device camera (Ame Corp., Hsinchu, Taiwan) to capture
images of beer samples; they measured the color in the RGB scale and calculated the saturation value
to further obtain the results in the European Brewery Convention (EBC) scale. Bubble haze refers
to a large number of micro-bubbles formed when the beer is poured, and that circulate the liquid
before reaching the surface. Based on the latter, Hepworth et al. [63] developed a method to measure
the surge time, rise velocity of haze and bubble size using a charge-coupled device camera and the
Matrix Vision image processing software (Matrix Vision GmbH, Oppenweiller, Germany). In another
study, Hepworth et al. [64] developed a CV method to measure the bubble size distribution using a
charge-coupled device camera with a chip able to capture pixels and convert into images to be further
analyzed using Image-Pro Plus 4.1 software.
Different methods to analyze foam-related parameters in beer have been developed, such as foam
collapse time or stability, which consists of the video recording of beer pouring using a charge-coupled
device camera, and analyzed using computer software whose name was not specified by the authors [29].
However, most of those techniques require the use of a charge-coupled device camera and specialized
equipment such as a nozzle, water jackets, and a chip attached to the camera, among others; these make
them less affordable and available to other users. Therefore, other methods, such as the low-cost image
analysis Rudin method developed by Cimini et al. [65] require the use of an affordable Raspberry Pi
computer and camera module, but it is only able to measure the foam half-time. A newly developed
method using Matlab® algorithms to assess beer color and foam-related parameters were presented
by Gonzalez Viejo et al. [7]. In this study, 5-min videos of samples from the three different types
of fermentation (top, bottom and spontaneous) were recorded during automated pouring using the
RoboBEER and a smartphone camera. Videos were further analyzed obtaining 13 parameters such
as color in CIELab and RGB scales, bubble size distribution (small, medium, large), foam drainage,
lifetime of foam, total lifetime of foam and maximum volume of foam using computer vision techniques,
plus two parameters (ethanol gas and carbon dioxide) obtained from ubiquitous sensors attached to
Arduino® boards.
3.2. Computer Vision in Hot Beverages
Some CV techniques in tea and coffee have been developed; however, there is still a broad
area within hot beverages that may be explored to automate and ease their quality assessment.
Image analysis has been implemented in tea, especially to evaluate color and texture in leaves
during or after fermentation in order to assess the quality of the primary ingredient of the beverage.
Dong et al. [66] evaluated the color of green tea leaves using a single-lens reflex camera and uniform
lighting, which were then analyzed in a computer to obtain RGB, HSV, CIELab, and gray color scales.
Singh and Kamal [67] analyzed the color and size of fermented tea grains to calculate the tea quality
index (TQI; Equation (1)) using a charge-coupled device camera with uniform lighting to acquire the
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images, and these were processed using gray image histogram extraction, image enhancement, zoom,
thresholding and segmentation steps.

(TQI = Area + Perimeter + Diameter + R + G + B)

(1)

where TQI = tea quality index, Area, Perimeter, and Diameter of the tea grains, R = red, G = green, and B
= blue.
On the other hand, Kumar et al. [68] used a charge-coupled device camera to evaluate the color of
tea liquor in the RGB scale and transformed it to CIELab, as this is considered as closer to human color
perception. In a more recent study, Akuli et al. [69] developed a method to assess color in tea liquor
or infused tea using a black box with uniform illumination, and a low-cost camera positioned 30 cm
above the sample, and thus they obtained color in both RBG and CIELab scales.
Similar to tea, most of the CV methods developed for coffee have been to analyze coffee beans’
quality parameters, and are more focused on the color assessment. Oblitas and Castro [70] designed
a system to evaluate the color of roasted coffee beans by placing the sample in a Petri dish inside a
chamber with a uniform lighting source, and recording it with a video camera to further process it using
an algorithm written in Matlab® , the obtaining values in the CIELab color scale. Várvölgyi et al. [71]
presented another technique to measure color using a charge-coupled device camera, 12 halogen lights,
and a metal holder for the sample to obtain the hue of roasted coffee beans; however, the authors did not
mention the software used to analyze the images. In a more recent study, Morais de Oliveira et al. [72]
reported a CV system to evaluate green Arabica coffee beans using a black chamber composed of
white lighting, and a digital camera, which was fixed 40 cm above the sample. Images were converted
to the tagged image file format (TIFF) using the Digital Photo Professional® software (Canon Inc.,
Ōta, Tokyo, Japan) and analyzed using ImageJ® by cropping the images and measuring color in RGB
and CIELab scales. Chu et al. [73] used hyperspectral imaging to obtain the near-infrared spectra
of coffee beans within the 874–1734 nm range by building a device consisting of a conveyor belt
with a motor, uniform illumination and a charge-coupled device camera with a spectrograph and a
lens placed 32 cm above the sample. Images were acquired with the Spectral-Cube software (Isuzu
Optics Corp., Hsinchu, Taiwan) and processed using the ImSpector N17E (Spectral Imaging Ltd.,
Oulu, Finland). On the other hand, Piazza et al. [74] assessed the foamability of brewed coffee made
with 70% Arabica and 30% Robusta; the beverage was poured in a Plexiglas vessel and stirred to
form foam, then images were scanned at different times (40–1860 s) and processed using Image-Pro
Plus 5.0 software. Another method to analyze foamability and foam stability in espresso brews was
proposed by Buratti et al. [75], who percolated the samples in a Plexiglas vessel with two cool light
bulbs in the top, and acquired images using a digital camera. Images were recorded every 30 s for
5 min and evaluated using Image-Pro Plus 6.2 software by detecting the area of interest, correction,
and conversion of measurements from pixels to mm through spatial calibration.
3.3. Computer Vision in Non-Alcoholic Beverages
Some CV methods have been implemented to assess the quality traits of non-alcoholic drinks.
However, more research needs to be done to develop more of these non-destructive and rapid
techniques for this beverage category. Damasceno et al. [76] published an image-based method to
assess total hardness and alkalinity of still water using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
plate and a scanner to obtain the images. They measured different concentrations of standards for
both hardness (Ca2+ and Mg2+ ) and alkalinity (buffer solution pH 10, alkali), and samples of drinking
water from the tap, fountain and bottle, and these were analyzed for color changes using Matlab® .
Barker et al. [77] evaluated bubble growth in carbonated water using a charge-coupled device video
camera, which recorded at 20 frames per second, and a controlled light source; images were analyzed
using Image-Pro Plus software. More recently, a CV method was developed to measure bubble
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diameter in pixels and bubble size distribution (small, medium, and large) in carbonated water using
an algorithm developed in Matlab® [78].
In soft drinks, image analysis methods have been developed to assess the concentration of dyes,
specifically for yellow sunset, also known as yellow 6 or E110, which is derived from petroleum and
has been reported to trigger some side effects such as allergies, headache, and hyperactivity, among
others [79]. Botelho et al. [80], used a scanner to obtain images of degassed orange sodas and isotonic
drinks with yellow sunset dye placed in a Petri dish and selected and analyzed the center part of the
container using Matlab® software to measure color in the RGB scale. Similarly, Sorouraddin et al. [81]
used a scanner to acquire images of orange soft drinks, and these were analyzed with Photoshop CS5
(Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA) and Matlab® to calculate the RGB color values. Hosseininia et al. [82]
designed a system that consisted of a matte black box, a charge-coupled device camera placed 30 cm
away from the soft drink samples, and illumination using two fluorescent lamps for uniform lighting.
Images were processed using the ImageJ 1.45 software, in which the center of the sample area was
cropped and analyzed for color in CIELab, hue and chroma scales. On the other hand, image color
methods have also been developed to assess color in orange juice using the DigiEye system; samples
were recorded in transparent plastic bottles with a white background. The authors used the DigiFood®
software [83] to convert color from RGB to CIELab and found a high and significant correlation (r = 0.93;
p < 0.05) with the color intensity evaluated by a trained sensory panel [84,85].
The application of CV in milk has been different from other non-alcoholic beverages, as they
target specific measurements. Velez-Ruiz and Barbosa-Canovas [86] analyzed images of milk obtained
from a scanning electron microscope, and these were analyzed using the NIH Image software (U. S.
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) to measure fat globules’ dimensions. Furthermore,
dos Santos and Pereira-Filho [87] used a scanner with a black cover to acquire images of 5 mL of milk
poured into a beaker with either bromophenol blue or bromothymol blue as acid—base indicators.
Images were analyzed using Matlab® to calculate different color parameters such as RGB, luminosity,
relative colors of RGB calculated by dividing the values by the luminosity; hue, saturation and value
(HSV) were also obtained. Multivariate data analysis was performed to develop models to assess
whether the milk samples were adulterated or not.
4. Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is a branch of artificial intelligence, which refers to a computer-based
system that may be trained to find patterns among a dataset to classify or predict specific parameters,
and it is able to improve its performance by feeding new data [21,30]. Machine learning may be
divided into supervised and unsupervised algorithms, which, at the same time, may be classified into
different subtypes. However, this paper will only focus on the supervised group, as it the type that
has been mostly applied to food and beverages; it may be divided into (i) classification or pattern
recognition and (ii) regression algorithms [30,88]. The classification learners are used to categorize
samples into different groups and have been applied for different purposes in distinct fields such as
agriculture [50], medical diagnosis, food and beverages [17,18]. Some of the main classifier types consist
of (i) decision trees, (ii) discriminant analysis, (iii) logistic regression, (iv) naïve Bayes, (v) support
vector machines, (vi) nearest neighbor, (vii) ensemble and (viii) artificial neural networks (ANN) [89].
Regression or fitting learners are usually employed to predict specific attributes or parameters such as
chemometrics, microbial counts, and intensities of sensory descriptors, among others, and have been
used in areas such as agriculture [90], food and beverages [9,14], among others. This type of ML may
be classified as (i) linear regression, (ii) regression trees, (iii) support vector machines, (iv) Gaussian
process regression, (v) ensembles of trees, and (vi) ANN [89]. Both main types of supervised ML
are subcategorized into different algorithms, as shown in Figure 2. Some of the common software to
develop ML modeling include Matlab® , Scikit-learn and TensorFlow, which are modules designed for
Python [91,92], Weka (The University of Waikato, Hamilton, NZ), which may be used as stand-alone or
integrated as a package in R software (RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA) [93,94], among others.
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The use of ML has been increasing in recent years in the food and beverage industry due
to its ability to improve production and assess the quality in a faster, more accurate, objective,
and cost-effective way. The industry needs for the implementation of ML have been derived from the
fact that around 95% of food and beverages fail within three years of being launched. Therefore, ML
models
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4.1. Machine Learning in Alcoholic Beverages
A broad application of ML has been made for alcoholic beverages, especially in the last decade.
In spirits, it has been used to develop models to classify whisky (whiskey) samples according to (i)
age, (ii) cask material, (iii) distillery and (iv) variety, using Ramah spectra (600–1800 cm−1) as inputs,
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4.1. Machine Learning in Alcoholic Beverages
A broad application of ML has been made for alcoholic beverages, especially in the last decade.
In spirits, it has been used to develop models to classify whisky (whiskey) samples according to
(i) age, (ii) cask material, (iii) distillery and (iv) variety, using Ramah spectra (600–1800 cm−1 ) as
inputs, wherein the authors compared different ML algorithms, obtaining the best results, using
relevance radial basis function networks with an accuracy > 95% [98]. Ceballos-Magaña et al. [99]
analyzed the mineral content in tequilas from different regions, and developed models using the
linear support vector machine (SVM) algorithm and testing different percentages of data division from
40 to 70% for training, thus obtaining accuracies within the 96–100% range to classify samples per
region for authenticity purposes. Another application of ML in tequila was published by Andrade
et al. [100] who analyzed samples with an ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectrometer and used the
absorbance values within the 250–550 nm range as inputs to classify samples into three different types:
(i) White, (ii) rested and (iii) aged. The authors compared different algorithms from discriminant
analysis, SVM, and counter-propagation ANN, getting the best results from quadratic discriminant
analysis combined with principal components analysis (PCA) with an accuracy of 89%. On the other
hand, Rodrigues et al. [101] assessed the chemical components and color in RGB and CIELab scales of
Cachaça samples and used those values as inputs to develop ANN models to classify the beverages
according to (i) age and (ii) type of wood used for aging.
Several studies have used different ML algorithms to classify or predict distinct parameters related
to wine quality. Er and Atasoy [102] developed two ML models, comparing three different classifiers
(random forest, support vector machine and k-nearest neighbors) (i) to predict the type of wine (red
or white) and (ii) to group wine samples according to their quality based on sensory ratings, both
models using physicochemical data as inputs, and obtaining the best results with a random forest
algorithm. However, the models to predict quality had a moderate to low accuracy of ~60–70%.
Furthermore, the authors did not explain clearly how they obtained, grouped, or defined wine quality
based on sensory ratings, and yet they stated that some of those values were based on only three
participants, which makes the results less objective and reliable. Da Costa et al. [103] developed a
model using SVM to classify Cabernet Sauvignon wines according to their country of origin (Chile and
Brazil) using physicochemical data as inputs, with an accuracy of 89%. Perrot et al. [104] developed
a decision tool based on machine learning named FGRAPEDBN, which is a combination of Fuzzy
logic and dynamic Bayesian network to predict the maturity of grapes for wine production, obtaining
determination coefficients R2 = 0.82 for sugar content and R2 = 0.77 for total acidity. Lvova et al. [105]
used an electronic tongue (e-tongue), which consists of a device with an array of sensors capable
of mimicking the human taste sense through the use of a chemometric processing technique [106],
and in the case of the mentioned study, the e-tongue had eight potentiometric chemical sensors to
measure different wine samples from Primitivo and Negroamaro varieties, and used partial least
squares regression—discriminant analysis to classify samples into the type of wine with an accuracy of
71%. Furthermore, these authors developed a model to classify Negroamaro samples into the control
and those with faults with a 97% accuracy. On a more recent study, Fuentes et al. [107] constructed an
ANN model using the sequential order weight bias training algorithm, and employing the canopy
temperature, infrared index and crop water stress index from infrared-thermal images from grapevine
leaves as inputs to detect those contaminated due to smoke from bushfires, which would potentially be
used to predict smoke taint in grapes; this model had an accuracy of 96%. The same authors developed
an ANN model also using a sequential order weight bias algorithm to predict guaiacol glycoconjugates
in berries and wine, and 4-methyl guaiacol in wine using near-infrared absorbance values within
the 700–1100 nm spectra as inputs, obtaining a correlation coefficient R = 0.97. On the other hand,
Navajas et al. [108] presented an SVM regression model to predict astringency in wine using their
chemical composition as inputs with a root mean squared error (RMSE) = 0.19. Fuentes et al. [109]
used weather data from vertical vintages (2008–2013) to develop two regression ANN models with the
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Levenberg Marquardt training algorithm to predict (i) twenty one volatile aroma compounds in the
wine and (ii) eight chemical parameters in the wine obtained from those vintages.
This was presented as a potential method to obtain anticipated information to winemakers about
the product, which would allow early decisions based upon the expected wine quality.
In beer, there have been many applications of ML for different classifications and predictions
regarding quality, either during the brewing process or for the final product. Cetó et al. [110] analyzed
commercial beer samples using an e-tongue and applied these results to develop a model with linear
discriminant analysis in order to classify the samples according to the beer style with 82% accuracy.
In another study, an SVM algorithm was used to classify beers according to their country of origin
with minerals and polyphenols content as inputs, obtaining a highly accurate model (99%) [111].
Rousu et al. [112] developed a decision tree model to classify beer fermentation into slow or fast with an
accuracy > 95% at laboratory scale and 70% at an industrial scale. In that study, the authors also tested
a regression model using ANN to predict the fermentation time; however, no accuracy or correlation
coefficient was reported, and they claimed that backpropagation was used, but did not specify the
specific training algorithm. Santos and Lozano [113] used an electronic nose (e-nose), which consists of
a device with an array of gas sensors that may be a metal oxide or polymer semiconductors capable
of mimicking the olfactory system [114] to analyze two main beer off-odors, acetaldehyde and ethyl
acetate; the authors used the output values from the e-nose as inputs to develop a probabilistic neural
network model with 94% accuracy in the validation stage to predict whether those compounds fell
above the threshold, which are considered as defects in beer. Voss et al. [115] developed an e-nose with
13 different gas sensors to analyze beers, and used these responses as inputs in an extreme learning
machine model to predict alcohol content with RMSE = 0.63 in validation and RMSE = 0.33 in the
testing stage; however, the authors did not mention the correlation or determination coefficient values
for this method. Zhang et al. [116] used SVM to construct a model using the fermentation parameters
to predict the acetic acid (vinegar) content in the beer; however, the reported validation accuracy
was low (R < 0.60). On the other hand, Gonzalez Viejo et al. [7] developed an ANN model using a
scaled conjugate gradient training algorithm to classify beers according to the type of fermentation,
top, bottom or spontaneous, using color and foam-related parameters as inputs, and obtaining an
accuracy of 92%. Those same authors used the aforementioned inputs to predict the intensity of
ten sensory descriptors with ANN and the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm, possessing an overall
accuracy R = 0.91 [14], and to predict consumers’ acceptability using ANN and Bayesian Regularization
algorithm (R = 0.98) [30]. Furthermore, Gonzalez Viejo et al. [18] used the physiological and emotional
responses from consumers when tasting different beers to develop an ANN model based on a scaled
conjugate gradient to classify the samples into low and high liking of mouthfeel, flavor and overall
liking with > 80% accuracy.
4.2. Machine Learning in Hot Beverages
Compared to other types of beverages, the application of ML has been less explored in hot drinks.
Nevertheless, some authors have developed models, especially ANN, using different inputs to predict
the quality of green or black tea. Yu et al. [117] were able to accurately (>85%) classify green teas
according to the quality grade using both backpropagation neural networks and probabilistic neural
networks with the outputs of an e-nose as inputs of the models. Similarly, Chen et al. [118] used outputs
from an e-nose to construct a model using SVM to classify green tea into quality grades according to
results from a sensory panel, obtaining an accuracy of 95% in the testing stage. Cimpoiu et al. [119]
developed an ANN model using the flavonoids, catechins, and total methyl-xanthines content to
predict the antioxidant activity with an R = 0.99; however, they did not specify the training algorithm
used. In the same study, the authors developed a probabilistic neural network model to classify the
samples into the type of tea (green, black or express black) using the chemical compounds as inputs,
claiming an accuracy of 100%, but they only used five samples for testing, which is not enough to
test a model, and thus risked a high probability of over-fitting. Guo et al. [120] used results from
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near-infrared spectroscopy from 1,000 to 2,500 nm as inputs to predict free amino-acids in tea through
ANN backpropagation algorithms with R = 0.96.
Other authors were able to model the prediction of sensory quality perception using physical data
from the green tea leaves with the radial basis function (R = 0.95) [121].
A few recent studies related to quality modeling of coffee have been published, Messias et al. [122]
used ANN based on the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm with reducing sugars as inputs to classify
into Arabica coffee quality grades according to results from sensory analysis, achieving an accuracy of
80%. Morais de Oliveira et al. [72] used the CIELab color parameters of coffee beans to classify them
according to their color through ANN with a 100% accuracy; however, that perfect classification is
due to the direct relationship of the categories and the inputs, which makes the model senseless and
useless. Other authors have developed a model to predict the roasting degree of coffee using results
from hyperspectral images (874–1734 nm) through support vector machine with a 90% accuracy [73].
Dominguez et al. [123] measured Mexican coffee samples using an e-tongue and developed ML models
with SVM and LDA to classify the samples into different coffee growing conditions, obtaining an
accuracy of 88% for LDA and 96% for SVM. Romani et al. [124] used an e-nose composed of an array of
ten sensors to measure coffee samples with different roasting levels and developed a general regression
neural network model using the e-nose responses as inputs to predict the roasting time, obtaining
a high accuracy R2 = 0.98; however, the authors developed the model with only eight observations,
which is not enough for modeling purposes. More recently, Thazin et al. [125] used e-nose outputs as
inputs to predict the level of acidity according to a sensory panel, based on a radial basis function with
95% accuracy.
4.3. Machine Learning in Non-Alcoholic Beverages
There are several studies using ML in non-alcoholic beverages; however, it has not been applied
extensively for water quality assessment, and nothing has been done in bottled water. Bucak
and Karlin [126] developed an ANN model to assess the quality of drinking water when entering
the distribution system, using microbiological and chemical data as inputs with 100% accuracy.
Furthermore, Camejo et al. [127] used the k-nearest neighbor classifier to group drinking water from
Portugal and Canada into medium and high quality with chemometrics as inputs (accuracy: 98%).
A similar approach was taken by Chatterjee et al. [128] using ANN coupled with a multi-objective
genetic algorithm with chemical compounds as inputs, achieving a 97% accuracy.
No recent studies have been published regarding the application of ML in soft drinks; however,
there are some papers in fruit juices. The use of e-nose outputs as inputs to model fruit juices’ quality
has been popular, Qiu et al. [129] used extreme ML to classify strawberry juice samples according to
the processing treatment with 100% accuracy and R = 0.82 to quantify vitamin C. Hong et al. [130]
used a combination of e-nose outputs and chemometrics as inputs using linear discriminant analysis
to classify tomato juice quality grade (accuracy: 98%). Likewise, Qiu and Wang [131] also used e-nose
and chemometrics data as inputs, but with the objective of predicting food additives added to fruit
juices with linear discriminant analysis, obtaining accuracies of >85% to predict the amount of chitosan
and benzoic acid. Nandeshwar et al. [132] used linear discriminant analysis to identify if orange juice
samples were adulterated with either tap water or sugar, achieving an accuracy of 87%. On the other
hand, Rácz et al. [133] used near-infrared spectroscopy to measure the transmittance of 90 energy
drinks, and developed machine learning models using four different methods: (i) Linear discriminant
analysis, (ii) partial least squares discriminant analysis, (iii) random forest and (iv) boosted trees to
classify the samples into three groups according to the sugar concentration. The best performance
based on the receiver operating characteristics curve was obtained with the boosted trees > 90%
true positive values. In a different publication, the same authors presented two machine learning
regression models to predict (i) the sugar and (ii) caffeine content of energy drinks. Fourier-transform
near-infrared spectroscopy data was used to develop the models with partial least squares regression
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algorithms obtaining a high determination coefficient for both models; R2 = 0.94 for the sugar and
R2 = 0.97 for the caffeine model [134].
A few papers have been published using milk beverages as samples, such as the development of
a backpropagation ANN model with sensory descriptors as inputs to predict the overall acceptability
of coffee-flavored milk (R = 0.99). Mamat and Samad [135] classified flavored milk according to their
brand, using as inputs an e-nose and color parameters and SVM, obtaining an accuracy of 97%. Due to
existing problems with milk adulteration, some authors have used ML as an approach to detect this.
Balabin and Smirnov [136] measured liquid milk, infant formula and milk powder with near-infrared
spectroscopy > 1110 nm, and used those data as inputs to predict melamine content through ANN
compared with SVM, achieving RMSE values between 0.25 and 6.10 ppm for low and high melamine
content, respectively. Dos Santos and Pereira-Filho [87] used bromophenol blue or bromothymol blue
as acid—base indicators in milk, and analyzed color using image analysis; these data were used as
inputs to develop a partial least squares regression method to detect adulterated samples with an
R = 0.94.
5. Biometrics
The term biometrics refers to the methods that may be used in humans or animals to identify
or recognize their physiological and behavioral distinctive characteristics. This technology is often
used in humans for authentication purposes, and the most popular techniques are face recognition,
fingerprinting, voice recognition, retinal scanners, and body temperature, among others [137]. However
more recently, these techniques have been applied to gather more information about consumers when
evaluating products such as food, beverages, and packaging. It has been used as a tool to tap into the
unconscious responses from the autonomic nervous system, which, along with other measurements
such as emotional and cognitive, has shown to provide more precise data from consumers’ attitudes
towards products to assess acceptability, quality perception and decision making [17,18].
In the assessment of food and beverages, face recognition has been used to analyze facial
expressions that may be related to emotions. Some commercial software such as FaceReader™ (Noldus
Information Technology, Wageningen, Netherlands) and Affectiva (Affectiva, Boston, MA, USA)
have the capability of detecting and tracking the human face using the Viola-Jones cascade detector
algorithm [138], as well as the macro- and micro-movements of different features using the active
appearance model in the case of FaceReader™ (Figure 3), and the histogram of the oriented gradient for
the Affectiva. Then they use ML (ANN for FaceReader™ and SVM for Affectiva) developed through
a database of movements, which have been associated with facial expressions and translated into
emotions such as happiness or joy, sadness, disgust, contempt, anger, neutral and scared or fear, among
others (Figure 3) [139,140]. To record those videos during sensory evaluation, an integrated camera
system, which consists of an infrared-thermal camera FLIR AX8™ (FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR,
USA), and a tablet coupled with a novel Bio-Sensory App (The University of Melbourne, Melbourne,
Vic, Australia), has been developed. This system is able to display a sensory questionnaire and capture
the videos and infrared thermal images of participants while tasting the food or beverage samples [141].
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Figure 3. Diagram showing the techniques used in the face recognition to assess emotions from
consumers; the example depicted was obtained using FaceReader™ software.
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5.1. Biometrics in Alcoholic Beverages

5.1. Biometrics
Alcoholic Beverages
Emotionsinassessment
through face recognition has been the most used biometric to assess
alcoholic beverages. Kamboj et al. [149] assessed the effect of alcohol drinks on the facial expressions
Emotions assessment through face recognition has been the most used biometric to assess
of consumers; the authors used the Abrosoft Fantamorph software (Abrosoft Co., Beijing, China) and
alcoholic beverages. Kamboj et al. [149] assessed the effect of alcohol drinks on the facial expressions
were able to assess emotions such as being happy or angry, having fear, sadness, disgust and neutral.
of consumers; the authors used the Abrosoft Fantamorph software (Abrosoft Co., Beijing, China) and
It was found that participants that consumed moderate alcohol doses expressed higher levels of neutral
were able to assess emotions such as being happy or angry, having fear, sadness, disgust and neutral.
emotion than those who consumed high alcohol or a placebo, and those who tasted high alcohol drinks
It was found that participants that consumed moderate alcohol doses expressed higher levels of
presented higher values of disgust. Beyts et al. [150] assessed heart rate using an electrocardiogram
neutral emotion than those who consumed high alcohol or a placebo, and those who tasted high
with electrodes attached below the collar bone, skin temperature with a sensor placed on the forearm,
alcohol drinks presented higher values of disgust. Beyts et al. [150] assessed heart rate using an
and facial movements using two electrodes placed on the forehead and left cheek, to evaluate consumers’
electrocardiogram with electrodes attached below the collar bone, skin temperature with a sensor
responses to beer aromas. Results showed no significant (p ≥ 0.05) differences between samples for
placed on the forearm, and facial movements using two electrodes placed on the forehead and left
heart rate and skin temperature, but significant for facial expression responses. Other authors [18]
cheek, to evaluate consumers’ responses to beer aromas. Results showed no significant (p ≥ 0.05)
evaluated nine different beer samples using the Bio-Sensory application [141] to record videos and
differences between samples for heart rate and skin temperature, but significant for facial expression
infrared thermal images while consumers taste the samples. The authors measured the emotional
responses. Other authors [18] evaluated nine different beer samples using the Bio-Sensory application
(FaceReader™), physiological responses, such as heart rate using video analysis, and body temperature
[141] to record videos and infrared thermal images while consumers taste the samples. The authors
using a FLIR AX8™ camera, and brainwave data using an electroencephalogram (EEG) headset. Results
measured the emotional (FaceReader™), physiological responses, such as heart rate using video
showed relationships between the biometric and self-reported responses, such as a negative association
analysis, and body temperature using a FLIR AX8™ camera, and brainwave data using an
between temperature and liking of foam height and between disgusted and liking of foam stability.
electroencephalogram (EEG) headset. Results showed relationships between the biometric and selfThe same authors conducted another study using similar methods to obtain the emotional
reported responses, such as a negative association between temperature and liking of foam height
and physiological responses, but including eye-tracking techniques (TheEyeTribe©, Copenhagen,
and between disgusted and liking of foam stability.
S. Denmark) to assess beer samples acceptability from the visual characteristics, especially focused on
The same authors conducted another study using similar methods to obtain the emotional and
physiological responses, but including eye-tracking techniques (TheEyeTribe©, Copenhagen, S.
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foam and bubbles and coupled with the use of RoboBEER parameters. The authors found that body
temperature was negatively-related to the liking of clarity, and heart rate was positively-correlated
with perceived quality [17].
5.2. Biometrics in Hot Beverages
There are barely any studies published using biometrics to assess consumers’ acceptability in
hot drinks; however, a study was found using coffee. Garcia-Burgos and Zamora [151] measured
disgust and happy emotions using FaceReader™ to assess consumers’ responses towards bitter drinks,
using coffee within the sample set when subjected to stressors. They found that stress-related images
decreased the disgust of participants when tasting coffee.
5.3. Biometrics in Non-Alcoholic Beverages
In non-alcoholic drinks, a few studies have been conducted using biometrics and self-reported
sensory responses. De Wijk et al. [142] assessed breakfast beverages such as drink yogurts and
fruit drinks by evaluating the physiological and emotional responses from consumers. The authors
analyzed skin conductance and skin temperature using electrodes placed on the palm, heart rate
with sensors attached to the chest, and facial expressions using FaceReader™ software. From the
results, they found a relationship between the liking of samples, and heart rate and skin temperature
as well as neutral expressions. Danner et al. [152] conducted a study with different juice and vegetable
juices to assess biometrics from consumers. The measurements done consisted of facial expressions
using FaceReader™, skin conductance, skin temperature, and heart rate with Biofeedback 2000x-pert
electrodes (Assessment Systems, Praha, Czech Republic) attached to the forefinger. The reported
results showed a correlation between the liking of the samples and skin conductance. Furthermore,
another study using FaceReader™ to evaluate the facial expressions of consumers towards orange
juice samples was conducted, finding a correlation between liking, and happy and disgusted emotions
in liked and disliked juices, respectively [153].
6. Artificial Intelligence
The concept of artificial intelligence (AI) dates back to the 1960s in which John McCarthy came
up with the ides of automating machines, and created an AI laboratory at Stanford University [154].
In general, the term AI refers to the machines that are designed and automated to think, behave,
solve problems and make decisions as humans would do, apart from having the ability to improve
through self-learning [21]. It may be classified into (i) strong or generalized AI, which is capable of
understanding, improving, and solving problems, usually using ML, and (ii) weak or applied AI that
is limited to perform specific tasks such as recognizing, searching, or analyzing certain components.
Currently, the generalized AI exists in theory, but only the weak or applied AI has been developed [155].
The overall concept of AI may consist of any combination of its different branches, such as ML, and CV;
it may also include the use of robotics, sensors, and biometrics (Figure 5). However, the main purpose
of AI application is not to fully replace humans, but to develop intelligent systems able to perform
accurate, reliable, more rapid and objective tasks or jobs which may be tiring and tedious for humans,
and that could lead to errors [21,154]. Furthermore, AI allows the performance of manufacturing
processes with higher safety levels, less waste and the ability to produce high-quality products [156].
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Figure 5. Venn diagram showing the relationship between artificial intelligence and other integrated
technologies.
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by using feedback from consumers through social media; the system is able to make decisions and

characterize the products to create the best beer according to consumers’ needs [31].
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Glossary of Quality Indicators
Aroma
Bubble growth
Bubble haze

Volatile aromatic compounds detected via the retronasal olfactory system
Rate at which a bubble increases its size
Large number of micro-bubbles formed when the beer is poured, and that circulate the
liquid before reaching the surface
Bubble size distribution Number of small, medium and large bubbles
CIELab
Color parameters in which L = lightness, a = red to green, and b = yellow to blue values
Clarity
Level of transparency of the liquid due to lack of suspended particles
Collar
Array of bubbles that remains at the edge of the glass
Color
Visual element produced when the light that hits an object is reflected to the eye
Density
Mass divided by the volume unit of a liquid
Flavor
Perception of basic tastes, aromas and trigeminal sensations during mastication
Foamability
Capacity to form foam
Foam drainage
Excess of liquid drained from the wet foam to produce dry foam
Foam stability
Lifetime of foam
Foam thickness
Viscosity of the foam
Foam volume
Amount of foam in mL
Foam velocity
Rate at which the foam collapses
Off-odors
Odors that are not characteristic of the product and are considered as faults
pH
Measurement of the acidity or alkalinity based on the number of hydrogen ions
RGB
Color in Red, Green and Blue scale
Taste
Perception through the receptor cells found in the papillae
Texture
Sensory characteristic of the solid or rheological state of a product
Viscosity
Consistency of a liquid which may vary from thin to thick
Water hardness
High mineral concentration in water
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